
Lewes District Council 
Planning Services User Group 

 
 
Date:  16.00 Monday 21 October 2019 
 
Venue: Ditchling and Telscombe Rooms,  

Southover House,  
Southover Road,  
Lewes BN7 1AB 
 

Apologies: Andrew Hill, Tondra Thom, Roy Little, Heidi Copland 
 
General discussion:- It was agreed that the User Group was appreciated by all 
members as being a critical friend to the planning service. It was agreed that we 
should all look to invite new members to the group in order to broaden the base 
representation. 
 
Members were welcomed and the group extended an open invite to future PUG’s. 
 
Cllr O’Brien attended as Portfolio representative for Planning and Cllr Dennis 
attended given responsibility for public engagement/website. 
 
LP Action to re-invite National Park representation to the PUG’s 
 

Issues  Respondent Answer & Minutes  

1. Staffing and 
departmental 
update 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

 

Interviewing this week 1 external candidate 
5 years’ experience  
 
Temp enforcement resource on EBC side; 
and return to work colleague to assist in enfo 
activity: - this should assist pressures on 
LDC side given the reduced need to cover. 
 
We are scoping/reviewing neighbouring 
authorities to understand enforcement team 
make up. 
 
The group acknowledge that the service was 
doing more with less resource and this need 
to be monitored in order to ensure that it 
does not fall below current levels 
 
LP Action to circulate list of direct contact 
numbers 

2. Local Plan Part 
2 update  

 (Natalie 
Sharp) 

 

  

Inspector’s letter expected anytime soon and 
report to Cabinet and Full Council after 
Xmas 
 
LD  has 5YHLS 
Before the Court on the HDT % 
General agreement to bring emerging plans 
to future PUG’s 
 
TT Action to bring key themes and topics to 



future PUG 
 
 

3. Development 
Management 
update  

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

Welcome Cllrs O’Brien and Denis to the 
PUG. 
 
New administration and new direction. 
 
Declared climate change emergency. 
 
Applications/decision will be heavily 
influenced by Green issues. 
 
Updating application checklists for additional 
validation criteria – trying to mirror SDNPA 
criteria  
 
General discussion about issues over the 
design. 
 
AH  Action to reinvigorate the Design 
Review Panel for LDC 

-  

4. Charges levied 
on applicants 
seeking Article 4 
planning 
permission 

 RC 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

Yes this is now a chargeable service and 
applies nationwide 
 
LDC and SDNPA are reviewing the current 
suite of article 4 directions in order to 
establish their continued effectiveness 
 
AH action to review the charging for Article 4 
Planning Application and report to RC 
directly  

5. Process and 
criteria for call-in 
and 
communication. 

 
 

 CLLR OB 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

Role of Planning Committee is to decide 
significant applications that have a District 
wide application. 
 
90 95 % applications are delegated and 
Cttee cases are broadly 10 times more 
expensive to process than delegated. 
 
Part 9 of constitution sets out that an officer 
with an appropriate sub-delegation can 
approve an application provided  
 
•           no member of the Council has 
requested the application to be determined  
by the Committee within fourteen days of the 
weekly list relating to the application,  
providing that such request is based on valid 
planning reasons and that the Chair  
of the Committee agrees to take the matter 
at the meeting; 
 



1. Scale of development  
2. Material Planning reasons that would 

lead to a defendable position at 
appeal 

3. Not to overturn previous decision (2nd 
bite ant the cherry)  

4. Not to determine an application that 
could be delegated – changes to 
previous scheme 

 
LP Action to formalise a template for non-
agreement on call in. 
 
LP to arrange for this template to be made 
public 
 
LP to arrange for staff to outline with the 
officers  report why the case is not going to 
cttee 
 
LP to send out briefing note to all towns and 
parishes on the call in procedure 
 

6. Usability of 
download 
functions from 
portal 

 CLLR D 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

LP outlined that the website and its 
functionality is not where we would want it to 
be and the service and Corporate 
Management Team are currently scoping 
enhancements which could potentially 
including finding and implementing an 
alternative supplier.  
 
LP will keep issue under review and report to 
PUG progress on the matter   

7. Timeliness of 
docs appearing 
on portal 

 

 CLLR D 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

As above  

8. Correctness of 
docs being put 
on portal 

 

 CLLR D 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

This remains a training issue and I can 
confirm that there is no malice aforethought 
in terms of non-display of information. 
 
For transparency reasons we strive to 
publicise as much as we can; there is no 
legislative reason to publicise the whole 
working file. 
 
LP Action to implement further training to 
ensure that all the necessary documentation 
is posted onto the website in a timely 
manner. 

9. Folders Lane, 
Ditchling and 
Neighbourhood 
Plans 

 CLLR D 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

Strategic allocation within the Mid Sussex 
Local Plan and as such would trump the 
Neighbourhood Plan position 
 



NC advised that the Neighbourhood Panel 
would/should have the opportunity to 
engage with the Mid Sussex Local Plan 

10. Enforcement 
including 
capacity and 
capability 
 

 CLLR D 

 (Leigh 
Palmer) 

See 1 above. 
 
Invite contact and use of Neighbourhood 
First Officers to call/investigate early in the 
process. 
 
LP to send out briefing note to Towns and 
Parishes of the benefits in NF being the first 
point of contact for enforcement cases. 
 
 

 
 
General notes to No5 above  
 

 It allows for appropriate cases to be determined by officers 
provided they comply with planning policy.  

 

 It also prevents the committee being put in a position where 
although they may sympathise with objectors, there are no 
planning grounds to go against the officer recommendation.  

 

 Equally, it ensures that objectors are not given false hope that an 
officer’s recommendation to approve will be overturned by 
committee in cases where there are no valid planning reasons to 
do so.  

 

 To some extent maintains the committee agenda to manageable 
size 

 

 The current scheme also allows for oversight by allowing the 
chair of the committee to review the decision not to place the 
matter before the committee for determination.  

 

 It helps ensure that appropriate development proposals that 
accord with our development plan are approved without delay as 
required by the NPPF.  

 
 
 
 
 
Date of next meeting:   
Monday 20th January 2020 - Ditchling and Telscombe rooms 16.00 – 17.30 


